The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 1815
The excited Lopez and Black family members disappeared after hearing what Levi Garrison said.

All the smiles of Tianlong were gone.

It was originally a great good thing, but it was ruined by Levi Garrison’s words.

“Do not agree? Levi Garrison, what do you disagree with? Can you find something better than Tiance

Mansion?”

several people questioned.
Levi Garrison said coldly: “Jun, I can teach it myself! I will protect my daughter! I don’t need anyone
else!”

“But you think again, can she grow up under your wings for a lifetime? I don’t want Jun. Jun becomes

a vase! Some things need to be experienced by her herself! Only in this way will she grow up!”
…

Zoey’s words made Levi Garrison feel.

He must be willing to protect his wife and daughter for the rest of his life, but Levilia does need to

grow up.

She has been different from other children since she was born, which is exactly her destiny.

If you keep Levilia by your side to protect him, it is indeed bad for Levilia’s growth.

But now that Levilia is handed over to Tiance Mansion, Levi Garrison is not at ease.

He is currently unable to control the Tiance Mansion at all, and if anything goes wrong, he simply

can’t take care of it.

The reason why Levilia was allowed to go to Wushuang City before was because he could control

Wushuang City with one hand.

The situation is completely different now.

“One word side by side king is the decision of Tiance Mansion, and it is also an order! If you don’t

believe it, you can ask Messiahi!” The

Tianlong four decided to take the monarch away today, and they will do whatever it takes.

Huang Hu’s tone was gentle: “Please don’t worry, your child’s talent is amazing! We guarantee that

she will not be aggrieved at all in Tiance Mansion, she will also be cultivated as the number one seed!
The

future will protect the country. She can do it!”

The mysterious wolf who has been silent for a while also echoed: “Tiance Mansion is the strongest

ancient martial arts institution in Erudia! It is not comparable to those of the rivers and lakes! Your baby
is

too late, no People will hurt her!”

“Levi Garrison, it’s useless if you don’t agree!”

“Levilia must go to Tiance Mansion!”

…

Lopez and Black’s family scolded.

Plums dye also leaves look looking at the complex Harborside said: “! Monarchs, we can not protect

the life of Jun-Jun is her own best way to protect yourself!”

&

Levi Garrison looked complicated.

Such as the orders of Cefu and Messiahi today.

And the persuasion of family and wife.

There is also Levilia’s future considerations.

He is very messy…

“Okay, let Levilia go to Tiance Mansion and try it first. If you don’t do well, I will pick it up at any

time!”

Levi Garrison finally agreed.

“Okay,

yes ! Let her get used to it for a while!” “If you have nothing else, we will take the child away!” The

Tianlong four were eager.

I can’t wait to take Levilia away right away.

“Hold on! Let’s tell Levilia individually!”

Everyone was not prepared when the incident happened suddenly.

So everyone said goodbye to Levilia one by one.

Zoey was the second to last to bid farewell to Levilia, crying very loudly.

Levi Garrison was the last to say goodbye to Levilia.

There were also tears in his eyes.

Levilia, this kid is too sensible.

He also took the initiative to comfort Levi Garrison not to cry…

Levi Garrison was afraid that he could not bear the pain of parting, so he took the first step to leave,
not

wanting to see the parting scene with Levilia.

Coming to the outside of the villa, Levi Garrison lit a cigarette and inhaled.

About a few minutes later.

The chaotic sound of footsteps sounded, and the Tianlong four and Zoey all surrounded.

Pointing to Levi Garrison’s nose and shouting: “Levi Garrison quickly hand over the child!”

“Huh?” One

sentence made Levi Garrison stunned.

“Hand over the baby? What do you mean? Levilia is in her bedroom!”

Levi Garrison said in surprise.

“You fart! The child is gone, it is clear that you are hiding!
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